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PREDICTION OF A CHEMICAL REACTION IN A GAS.FLUIDISED BED

F.D. TOOR*

Atomic Energy Centre, Lahore 16

(Received December 16, 1968)

Following some recent investigations of the phenomenon of cloud formation around bubbles in aggregatively
fluidised beds, mathematical models have been developed to predict the performance of a fluidised-bed reactor for the
two ideal conditions of a perfectly mixed dense phase and plug flow of gas through the dense phase. The theoretical
predictions of reactor performance have been compared with the experimental results of a first-order catalytic gas
phase reaction, carried out in an 18-incll diameter fluidised-bed reactor in which the size of the catalyst particles,
the gas flow rates, the bed height and the reaction rate were widely varied.

Introduction

There i:. now sufficient theoreticalz=S and
experimental t-v=f evidence in the literature to
establish the fact that, the bubble rise velocity
being greater than the intersticial gas velocity,
the bubbles in aggregatively fluidised beds are
surrounded by 'Clouds'. A number of mathe-
matical models have appeared in the literature
which take this phenomenon into account to
predict the conversion efficiency of a fluidised
bed reactor. The earlier of these modelsv=t-
which considered that the gas in the bubble cont-
acts only the solid particles present in the surround-
ing cloud have been shown U to be inadequate.
In a more recent model, Rowe et al.14,15 have
assumed that some interchange of gas also takes
place between the cloud surface. and the dense
phase. However, no experimental data have
been included for comparison with the theoretical
predictions of the reactor performance.

In the present contribution mathematical models
have been derived for the fluidised bed reactors
operating under the conditions where the forma-
tion of clouds around the bubbles occurs and the
theoretical predictions of reactor performance
are then compared with the experimental results
obtained from an I8-inch diameter fluidised-bed
reactor in which a pseudo first order reaction
(catalytic decomposition of ozone) is being carried
out. Since three different sized catalyst particles
were used, along with different gas flow rates,
bed heights and reaction rates, this comparison
provides a convenient way of testing some of the
simplifying assumptions used in the derivation
of these and the previous models.14.J5

ExperiInental

The details of the experimental procedures
e,mployed, the variables studied and the equipment
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used in the present investigations have been given
elsewhere13,16 along with the presentation of the
experimental results and the comparison of the
regression lines for the experimental data. Figure·
I shows the line diagram of the experimental set
up used.

Mathe:rnatical Models

(a) Basic Assumptions

( i) All the gas in excess of that required to
incipiently fluidise the bed passes through the bed
as bubblesz- which are uniform in size and
equally distributed throughout the bed.

(ii) The absolute rise velocity of bubbles, Ua,
is a sum of their natural rise velocity, Ub, as given
by Davies and Taylortf and the upward velocity
of the particulate phase between the bubbles.

J.
Ua=(U-Uo)+o. 71 I (g.De) 2

(iii) The increase in bed height over that at
minimum fluidisation is due entirely to the pre-
sence of bubbles.

N. V.H H-Ho

(iv) The ratio between the bubble and the·
cloud volumes as given by Davidson's analysiso r

IS

VcIV=_3-
()(-1

However, Patridge and Rowet> have recently
shown from the actual measurements of the cloud
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volumes around bubbles in- two dimensional
fluidised beds that the ratio can be more accurately
d.escribed as:

Equation (4) will be used in the present models.

Also 1 fraction of total gas in bubble and cloud
that is in cloud

(v) All the gas entering the bed is divided into a
bubble/cloud phase and an intersticial phase.
The intersticial gas passes only through those
parts of the dense phase not occupied by the
douds.

Thus, if Qb is the gas flow rate through the
bubbles =Q-Qo (6)

Gas flow rate through clouds, using (5)

=_J_ .Qb (7)
1-1

I
Felt
Fi I tQT

Fig. 1.

Total gas flow rate through bubble and cloud
=QCT

= I I]. Qb ~( 1+aeoJ .Q b (8)

Total volume occupied by bubble and cloud gas

Drier

(5)
Total volume occupied by bubble and cloud

=Qb.~ (1+ 1 )
U; (I -1)80

Area of x-section of bubble and cloud=AcT

Intersticial flow, therefore

=Qi=Uo(A-Ad=Uo('A- Qb· ~)
Ua a-I

_Q _Q 1 eo· (I-f)
- 0 b. 1-1"'''' (a-I) . f
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=_1_. (Qo-J.Q) ..... Qb=Q-QoI-I
Also Q= QCT + Qi

=(1-+... ~).Qb+Uo.(A--Qb . ~~ )
"-.~-- I Ua ~ - I

but it; EO U U.'. ..,,--=- be:: a
U« o:

.', 'Q!UoA+Qb( 1+~~ I - Ua(:~aI))=UoA+Qb

or U=Uo+~l (10)

Equation 10 further proves assumption (i).

(vi) It can be shownI3d7 that out of the
different assumptions given in the litera-
ture9,1l,12d5 for the mechanism of the flow of gas
between the bubble and the cloud, the one that
considers a complete mixing of the gas in the
bubble-cloud system, with the particles contacted
by the cloud gas being assumed to be equally
distributed between the bubble-cloud system, is
the most convenient for use in the development
of a mathematical model to predict the perfor-
:mance of a fluidised bed reactor.

IIf K c is the rate constant for the first order
reaction in the dense phase gas (reactant concen-
tration-volume basis), the reaction rate constant
for the gas in the bubble-cloud system is defined
as:

(vii) The increase in bed height over that at
minimum fluidisation is due to the presence of
bubbles alone.

NVH=H-Ho

also from continuity of the gas flow and assump-
tion (i) NVUa=Qb/A

(viii) As there is no mathematical analysis
available for the rate of gas exchange between the
bubble cloud and the dense phase, one can use the
expression of Baird and Davidson.t? A similar
expression has already been used by Partridge and
Rowe.t i Therefore, the rate of gas exchange
from the bubble cloud to the dense phase is,

359'

(9)
QE=Kg. S

where Kg=O.975Dgt. (g/Dc) i

S=rr.Dc2=rr.De2. (~+o. !}--) %
~-I

(ix) The gas in the dense phase is either com-
pletely mixed or is in plug flow. Also the batch
of catalyst in the reactor is assumed to be per-
fectly mixed and hence uniform in temperature
and activity throughout the dense phase.

With these assumptions we proceed to develop
the mathematical models for the performance of a
fluidised bed reactor. Consider now that we have
N bubbles/unit volume of bed, each spherical and
of equivalent diameter De, surrounded by a cloud
of gas around it (Fig 2).

Let CB denote the concentration in the bubble-
cloud system at any height h in the bed. A
material balance on the bubble-cloud system
gives:

dCB ..-
CIh +QE'(CB-CD) +VCT.CB.Kc=o

( 13)

i i i i
(I I)

h

L
i i i i

Q Co

Fig. 2.



where VCT= Vc.eo+ VB=total gas volume in the
bubble/cloud.

.(b) Plug Flow

Consider first that the gas in the dense phase is
in plug flow. A material balance on an infinitesi-
mal strip of height dh and total bed cross-section
gives:

or

Qi,CD+NAQECBdh=Qi(CD+dCD)+NACDQEdh
+Kc[1 -N(Vc+ V)]eo·CD.A.dh

Qi. !~D +NA(CD-CB). QE

+Kc[I-N(Vc+ V)]eOCDA=o

Eliminating CD from within (13) and (14) and
using assumption (vii) gives a second order
differential equation of the form

The second order differential equation has a
solution

( 16)

The two boundary conditions are:

(i)ath=o

(ii) at h =0

where L= - VCT.K~.(I -1) .... from equation (13)
V.Ua

and boundary condition (i)

_mj, m« are the roots of the quadratic equation

F. D. TooR

The constants a, b as evaluated by the two boundary
conditions are:

Equation (16) then gives the fraction of reactant
u rconverted in the bubble-cloud system at height
Has:

Concentration in the dense [phase at height H
is obtained from (13) whereby:

1 V.o.. d . { }+1-1 QE dh cI>(B)H ( 18)

A material balance at the bed outlet gives:

( 19)

Where <D(K)=fraction of reactant gas uncon-
verted at the bed outlet.

(c) Perfect Mixing

With the assumption of a perfectly mixed dense
phase we can take a material balance over the
total bed volume. Equation (13) still applies,
whereby:
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Where CB represents the concentratinion in the
bubble-cloud at height h. A material balance
on the whole bed yields

H

NAQE\CB.dh+Qi.CO=Qi.CD+NNQECDH+Kc.CD
0./

X {I -N(Vc+ V)}AHso

J-I

Evaluating the term 0 ) Cn.dh usmg equation

(20), inserting the resulting values in (21) and
rearranging, one gets:

07
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(2 I)

[ (
Qd VCT.Kc ( f) H)X exp - ----- . I-
Ua.V

and <I!(B)H =(Cn/Co)h=J-1 and can be evaluated
by putting h=H in equation 20 and, as before

<I!(K) = Qi. <I!(D)H -+ QCT. <I!(B)H
Q Q

Equations Ig and 22 were solved for experi-
mental sets of values of U,Uo, H, Ho, De, EO and
Dg, using a KDFg computer to get the predicted
conversions. The values of De, the average
equivalent diameter of a spherical cap bubble,
were obtained from the bubble frequency -mea-
surements, as explained elsewhere.U-t? Some
of the resulting graphs are shown in Figs. 3 to 10
where they are compared with the statistical 'best
fit' lines through the experimental data. The
complete results are tabulated elsewhere.U

Discussion

It is evident from Figs. 3 to IO that the the-
oretical results are not always in agreement with
the experimental data, the deviations of the theo-
retical predictions from the experimental results
generally increasing with an increase in the particle
size and a decrease in the bed height. This is a
result of the uncertainty in some of the assumptions
used in the derivation of these and the previous
models,J4,]5 which will be briefly discussed now.
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(I) So far the information about the rate of gas
exchange from the cloud surface to the dense
phase is limited and contradictory. Davies and
Richardson'? have recently measured this
parameter experimentally and Table I below
presents a comparison of their experimental results
with the theoretical predictions of Baird and
Davidson.tv i.e. equation 12, and Partridge and
Rowe.l5

Davies and Ri- Baird and Partridge and
De(in) ehardson Davidson Rowe

U« (in/see) Kg (in/see) hM (in/see)

2.08 0.835 0.498 0.304
2.52 0.807 0.476 0.288
2.80 o 905 0.462 0.278
3.07 0.921 0.445 0.272

I t is clear from the above table that the theo-
retical predictions of the rate of gas exchange
between the cloud and the dense phase are about
half of those observed experimentally and this ex-
plains the lower predicted conversions by equations
19 and 22. The agreement is good for tall
beds because of an increased residence time of the
bubble-cloud system in the bed, when the gas
contained in the bubble-cloud system is nearly
completely purged during its passage through the
bed and only a fraction of the bubble-cloud gas
·passes unreacted.

Rowe et al. 21 concluded from their gas tracing
experiments that the interphase gas exchange
takes place by a phenomenon of cloud shedding.
Whereas this phenomenon is well marked for small
values of ct (a large cloud volume), the gas just
seeps out of the bottom of the bubble for o: ~ 10,
and the particle wake behind the bubble is never
clear. However, there is as yet no quantitative
information available for this.

(2) The assumption about the mode of gas
flow between the bubble and the cloud is purely
theoretical and holds good only when the cloud
surrounding the bubble is very small, because
under these conditions the extent of reaction in the
bubble-cloud system is small and can be re-
presented by assuming that the cloud and bubble
are perfectly mixed. This assumption may not
be true for large particle sizes where the cloud
volume is comparable to the bubble volume.

(3) It is assumed that the 'two-phase postulate'
ofTooney and Johnstone holds good for all particle
sizes used. This, however, is not always
true,20'23'24 as with small particles (i.e. less
than 100 !J.) a uniform expansion of bed takes
place. This would result in a better conversion

efficiency experimentally. However, the relation.
between the particle size and the minimum gas
flow rate for spontaneous bubbling is not clearly
understood so far.

(4) Assumption (v) considers that the cloud
gas flow is a contribution of the gas flow through
dense phase at minimum fluidisation. The re-
sidence time of the cloud gas being smaller than.
that of the dense phase gas, on increased particle
size i.e. large cloud volume, would result in a lower
conversion efficiency theoretically and this may
explain a lower predicted conversion efficiency
with larger particle sizes than with small particle
sizes.

(5) Equations 19 and 22 consider only idea-
lized conditions and do not take into account
the experimentally observed phenomenon25 of
bubble splitting, particle raining through bubbles,
the disappearance of bubbles in dense phase etc.
All of these phenomenon are insufficiently known
so far, and they give rise to improved 'gas-solid
contact and better theoretical conversion efficien-
cies.

Conclusions

In view of the oversimplifications of the theory
leading to the development of these mathematical
models, the agreement between theory and ex-
perimental results is remarkable. However, it
becomes clear that the present knowledge of
aggregatively fluidised bed reactors is insufficient
to permit the development of true and representa-
tive models of ftuidised bed reactors, the chief
limitation being the estimate of the rate of inter-
phase gas exchange.
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Nomenclature

.(1, b Arbitrary constants of equation (I 6)
A Area of cross-section of bed

Dg
f
g
H
Ho
hM
J,L
Ke

Kg
ml,mz
N
Q.
Q.b
Q.E

Q.o
Q.i
Q.Cl'

s
U
Ua
Ub
Uo
V
Ve
VeT
Y,Z

£0

<I> (B)H

<I> (D)H

<I>(K)

Area of cross section of bubble and cloud
Concentration in the bubble-cloud sys-
tem at any height h
Concentration in the dense phase
Reactant concentration at bed exit
Inlet reactant concentration
Diameter of cloud
Equivalent diameter of a spherical cap
bubble
Gas phase diffusion coefficient
Fraction of total gas in bubble and
cloud tha t is in cloud
Accelera tion of gravity
Total bed height
Bed height at minimum fluidisation
Mass transfer coefficient-reference IS
Constants
Rate constant for the first order reaction
(concentra tion-volume basis)
Rate constant for the bubble-cloud gas.
Diamensionless rate constant=
(Ke u, £v/U)
Mass transfer coefficient-reference 19
Roots of quadratic equation
No. of bubbles/unit volume of bed
Total gas flow rate
Bubble gas flow rate
Total gas flow rate from the bubble-
cloud to the dense phase
Gas flow rate at minimum fluidisation
Intersticial gas flow rate
Total gas flow rate through bubble and
cloud
Surface area of the cloud
SuperficiaJ gas velocity
Absolute rise velocity of bubble
Natural rise velocity of bubble
Gas velocity at minimum fluidisation
Volume of bubble
Volume of cloud
Total gas volume in the bubble-cloud.
Constants of equation IS
_Ub. £0--u:-
Voidage at rmrumum fluidisation
Fraction of reactant unconverted in the
bubble-cloud system at bed exit.
Fraction of reactant unconverted in the
dense phase at bed exit
Overall fraction of reactant uncon-
verted at the bed exit.


